The Legacy of Frederick G. Marcham

For 69 years, F.G. Marcham was a Mr. Chips who taught English history at Cornell University and served as a university trustee, boxing coach, author, village mayor, advisor and friend to generations of students, alumni, and townspeople.

His story is shown in video, audio, photographs, and his frank written views on teaching, the workings of Cornell, athletics, nature, life, and faith.

Included on this DVD:

Seven books (totalling 718 pages): On Teaching, Cornell Notes, 1908; a WWI Cornell Notes, WWI to 1968; Enchus and Cornellians; Cornell: 100 Years, 100 Years, and Summing Up; Roots, Branches and New Paths to Life By Photographs

Two videos (daring one hour and nine minutes): Walter LeFever, a history of the school of which Carl Marcham was in charge, interviewed by John Marcham. The second video is one of the courses taught by Prof. Marcham, in which he discusses his Rules to Live By, that are discussed more fully in his memoirs on Britain.

Two video tracks (daring one hour and 38 minutes): Prof. Marcham talking about Job at Sage Chapel and the Memorial Service held in his honor. The speakers included President Frank H. T. Rhodes, Judge John Coolidge, Prof. Walter LeFever, and John Marcham.

Two obitaries (University Faculty Memorial Statement and The Cornell Chronicle), both in PDF and video files.